16. A HOMILY ON CHRIST'S MIRACULOUS BIRTH
I.1.b.659 (5683, Copt. 24)

PARCHMENT. 1 leaf, 38.5 x 25.5 cm. Gaps, breaks, stains; the upper corners are broken off, the writing on one side is faded.

The text in two columns covers both sides. The initials are ornamented with diplo-signs or obeli.

DIALECT: Sahidic.

DATE: 10th cent.

PROVENANCE: not recorded.

PUBLICATIONS: Elanskaya, CLT, pp. 196-201.

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Lemm, KM, XLIX, p. 1076 (92), where this text is mentioned and quoted from; Elanskaya, CLT, p. 253.